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September 7, 1989

2CAN098901

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mail Station PI-137
Washington, D. C. 20555

SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 2
Docket No. 50-368
License No. NPF-6
Licensee Event Report No. 50 368/89-014-00

Gentlemen:

In accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B), attached is the subject report
concerning the failure to recognize the maximum expected temperatures to
whitti portions of the Reactor Coolant Makeup System piping and Auxiliary
Spray piping may be exposed resulting in operations outside the design basis
of the plant.

Very truly yours,

E. C. Ewing
General Manager,
Technical Support
and Assessment

ECE: DM: sgw
attachment
cc: Regional Administrator

Region IV
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

INPO Records Center
1500 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
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On July 10, 1987, while in an unscheduled maintenance outage, it was discovered during an engineering
review associated with a design change, that the original piping analysis performed by the architect
engineers qualified portions of the Reactor Coolant Makeup System piping and portions of the Auxiliary

. Spray piping to design temperatures of 400 degrees Fahrenheit and 120 degrees, respectively. Under
coetain plant conditions the highest expected temperature to which either of these sections of piping
might be exposed is 479 degrees. Upon discovery of the design dificiency, a visual inspection of the
piping and supports was performed and to structural da" me to either was identified. Additiorially.
.coministrative controls were established which directeo icerations personnel to contact engineering
when the spray 7?niag was exposed to temperatures grea,tr tha6 design. These controls , however, did
not prohibit the usw of the spray line et temperatures ,reater than 120 degrees, nor, .as an engineering
evaluation performed of the consequences associated with the use of the line at temperatures greater
than design. During refueling outage, 2R6 (February through May 1988) modifications were made to
piping supports on both systemt to ensure the supports were qualified for the higher expected temperatures.
The discovery of this design deficiency resulted in a condition that was determined to be outsice the
design basis of the plant and is reportable per 20CFR50.73(a)(2)(11)(B).
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I' A. Plant Status
|

At the time of initial discovery of the condition distussed in this report Arkansas Nuclear One,
Unit Two (ANO-2) was in Operational Mode 5 (Cold Shutcor") with Reacto- Coolant System (RCS) [AB)
temperature approximately 128 degrees Fahrenheit anJ RCS pressure at atmospheric. An unscheduled
maintenance cutage was in progress.

B. Event Description

The pressurizer Auxiliary Spray System provides an alternate means to depressurize the RCS if the
e normal RCS pressurizer spray system were to become unavailable or insufficient to reduce RCS

pressure. During normal plant operations RCS letdown flows through the tube side of the regenerative.

heat exchanger and then through the Chemical and Volume Control System (CVCS) [CBJ, where the
water is tiltered and purified. The water is then returneJ to the RCS by charging pumps through
the shell side of the regenerative heat exchanger, this allows preheating of the water prior to
injection. Downstream of the regenerative heat exchanger, located in the containment building,
are three motor operated isolation valves (MOVs), two normally opened MOVs supplying makeup to
the RCS and one normally closed MOV supplying Auxiliary Spray to the pressurizer. The normal
operating temperature of the cnarging water to the RCS downstream of the regenerative heat exchanger
is approximately 410 degrees. The highest expected water temperature at the same location assuming
maximum RCS letdown and minimum charging water flow is about 479 degrees.

On July 10, 1987, while performing an engineering review in association with the development of a
design change to improve the operational characteristics of the normally closed HOV located in the
Auxiliary Spray piping, it was discovered that portions of the piping and supports associated
with the Auxiliary Spray piping were designed to a maximum temperature of 120 degrees and portions
of the normal makeup system piping downstream of the regenerative heat exchanger were designed
to a maximum temperature of 400 degrees. Upon identifying the cesign deficiencies, an engineering
walkdown of the affected piping and supports was performed which verified that no visible hanger
or piping damage had occurred due to previous exposure of the piping to temperatures greater than
design.- Additionally, administrative controls were established in the form of a caution card
placed on the handswitch for the Auxiliary Spray MOV which directed Operations personnel to notify
engineering if it were deemed necessary to use Auxiliary Spray with charging water temperatures
greater than 120 degrees. However, this administrative control oid not prohibit the use of the
Auxiliary Spray line with temperatures greater than the 120 degree design temperature, nor did
the controls ensure that anytime the piping was exposed to temperatures seoster than 120 degrees
engineering was informed. (The procedure used to document Auxiliary Spray tsage was for specific
temperature differences associated with pressurizer spray nozzle usage.; An evaluation of the
consequences associated with the use of the lines at temperatures greater than the design temperatures
was not performed for the Auxiliary Spray piping or makeup piping.

The unit was twturned to power operation with the administrative controls established. Engineering
continued development of the modifications needed fo the existi.g pipe supports Qualifying themt

to the exoected maximum temperature to which the piping might Le exposed. The modification was
planned to be worked during the next refueling outage (2R6, February 1988 through May 1988).
Engineering was also requested to evaluate the use of the system and exposure of the piping to
temperatures greater than design. ,

Subsequently, during a review of open actions conducted in January 1988 it was noted that the
evaluation of the use of the piping at temperatures greater than design temperature had not been
completed. Engineering action was again assigned. During refueling outage 2R6, the pipe supports
were modified and calculations performed to qualify the piping and supports considering maximum
expected temperatures and seismic loading conditions. Nondestructive eve?uations on high stress
points of the pfping were also performed during the refueling.cutage wnich did not identify any
visible piping damage.

In August 1984 engineering personnel completed an evaluation considering the as-found condition
of the piping and supports prior to modification during 2R6 and concluced that unoer worst case
conditions (maximum temperatures and potential loads induced by a seismic event) the integrity of
the piping could not be assured.
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C. Safety Significance

The primary concern related to the temperature design deficiency was the potential for the pipe to
fail under worst case loading conditions (i.e., deadweight, thermal and seismic). The failure of
the pipe could have resulted in a loss of normal makeup capability and an RCS leak in the containment
building. Exposure of the piping to either temperatures greater than design temperatures or
seismic events alone would not be expected to cause significant damage to the supports or the
pipe. In fact, a review of plant records indicated that the Auxiliary Spray piping hiL been
exposed to temperatures greater than 120 degrees on several occasions since initial plant construction
with no piping or support damage experienced.

One on the most significant aspects associated with this identified design deficiency wees that an
evaluation was not conducted to determine the consequences of using the system and exp' sing the
pipinD to temperatures greater than the design temperature considering that no action was taken to
prevent the use of the piping. During the period of time between discovery of the problem and
modifications performed during 2R6, the piping might have failed if Used under conditions of
worst case temperatures and a seismic event.

D. Root Cause

The original piping analysis for the Auxiliary Spray system piping performed by the architect
engineer for AND-2 (Bochtel), qualified the piping to 120 degrees for the life of the plant. For
Reactor Coolant Makeup piping, the original piping analysis, performed by Bechtel engineering
personnel, cualified this piping to 40J degrees. No revisions or modifications were made to the
original piping analysis. Bechtel engineering personnel apparently failed to recognize the
maximum expected temperatures to wh'ch these sections ce piping might be exposed and therefore
failed to perform analysis to qualify the piping to these appropriate temperatures.

E. Basis for Deportability

The discovery of this design deficiency resulted in a condition that was determined to be outside
the design basis of the plant and is reportable in accordance ith 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(11)(B). A
4-hour report to the NRC Operations Center was made concerning this event per 10CFR$0.72(b)(1)(ii)(B)
on August 14, 1989, at 1320.

Due to the delays associated with the determination of the system operability in the as-found condition,
deportability of this condition was not established in a timely manner. The engineering determination
of the operability of the piping prior to modifications performed in 2R6 was completed on August 8,1989.
The condition was determined to be reportable and the NRC Operations Center notified on August 14, 1989.
This was discussed with the NRC Region IV staff and a submittal date of September 7,1989 was agreed
upon.

In April 1989 a procedure was established to aid in determining equipment operability. The
procedure requires that an operability determination be performed within 24 hours of initial
discovery. The addition of this procedure, along with a new system which has been established
for identifying and reporting events or conditions and implementing appropriate corrective actions,
provides an assurance that the conditions which are identified with operability questions will be
reviewed in a timely manner.

|

F. Corrective Actions

Following discovery that the piping analysis was inadeounte for the maximum possible temperatures,
a visual inspection of the piping and supports was performed by engineering personnel and no
structural damage to either was identified. Additionally, administrative controls were established
to provide guidance to Operations personnel in the event the Auxiliary Spray line was required to
be used if charging water temperatures were greater than 120 degrees. In April 1988 engineering
personnel documented that for the worst expected temperatures of 479 degrees piping stresses
were calculated to be within ASME code allowables, however, the supports could not be shown to be
qualified for icadings under this condition.
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During 2R6 modifications were made to several supports, which qualified the supports to 479 degrees.
Additionally, operation procedures were revised to include guidance to operations personnel to ensure
an engineering evaluation of the piping was performed in the event the temperature of the water
through the piping exceeded 120 degrees, (This documentation was still re vired to ensure the
engineering analysis for the piping was current based upon usage of the Auxiliary Spray piping at
higher temperatures.) Also during 2R6, nondestructive evaluations on high stress points of the
piping and piping walkdowns to inspect the supports were performed which did not identify any visible
piping or support damage. Evaluations have presently been performed to qualify all sections of the
Auxiliary Spray piping to the maximum expected temperatures to which these sections of piping have
been exposed.

G. . Additional Information

A similar event in which a design ernor resulted in an inoperable Emergency Feedwater (EFW) [BA)
system pipiag support due to the potential for overload during a seismic event is discussed in
ANO, Unit One (AND-1) LER 50-313/89-022 00.

Another design error which occurred during initial plant construction and resulted in the
installation of an undersized snubber on the RCS pressurizer surge line is discussed in AND-1 LER
50-313/88-015-01.

During refueling outage IR7 on ANO-1, a review of the seismic calculations for the EFW system
revealed that three seismic supports were not installed during initial plant construction, as
required. This event was documented in ANO-1 LER 50-313/87-001-00.

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as [XX).
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